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Introduction
The neighbourhoods of Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews are
diverse, beautiful, and green communities nestled in the heart of
Winnipeg. They boast many advantages: much of the housing
stock is extremely well built, with abundant character homes, and
the boulevards are lined with mature trees which provide
greenery and shade.
The neighbourhoods are very walkable, with schools,
playgrounds, and numerous main streets filled with a variety of
local businesses. They are close to downtown and the University
of Winnipeg, as well as many easily accessible bus routes. There
is a strong sense of community and diversity that residents both
identify with and exemplify through their ongoing commitment to
community organizing within both neighbourhoods.
However, Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews have their
challenges as well. Like the rest of Winnipeg’s inner city, these
two neighbourhoods lost as much as a quarter of their population
since the 1950’s, with this trend accelerating over time. Between
1971 and 2006 Daniel McIntyre lost over 15% of its population
while St. Matthews lost almost 28% in the same period (City of
Winnipeg, 2016 a, b) . While Daniel McIntyre has seen a slow
increase in its population since 2001, it still falls well short of its
earlier density, and the population in St. Matthews continues to
decline.
Neighbourhoods are made up of a complex set of
interrelationships, both social and physical, and it can be
challenging to limit conclusions to one area or another. Safety,
greening and housing are all closely connected to each other and
each also carries a close connection to density and population
decline.
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Reading the Numbers: Cautions and Concerns
The Daniel McIntyre St. Matthews Community Association
(DMSMCA) boundaries do not perfectly match the City of
Winnipeg neighbourhood boundaries, and neither of these match
the census tracts used by Statistic Canada. This means that the
census numbers and the National Household Survey numbers
used in these Safety and Green Plans are useful for seeing
trends and comparisons, but are not fully representative of the
neighbourhoods.
The DMSMCA draws its boundaries to the centre of Notre Dame
Avenue to the north and the centre of Portage Avenue to the
south. It includes both sides of Victor Street to the east and both
sides of Ingersoll Street to the west.
These boundaries do not perfectly match the City of Winnipeg
neighbourhood boundaries which go from the centre of Ingersoll
(instead of both sides) in the west to the centre of Sherbrook
Street (instead of Victor Street) in the east. See Map1 on page 8.
Additionally the 2011 Census and National Household Survey
(NHS) used a significantly different methodology than previous
census. The previously mandatory long forms were replaced with
voluntary forms, and despite increasing the number of survey
requests, the data collected is, in our opinion, of lower quality,
less useful and less accurate than previous census data sets.
For example, the 2011 National Household Survey does not
include residents living in collective dwellings – such as hotels,
and student residences – both of which exist in the Daniel
McIntyre/St.
Matthews
neighbourhoods.
This
makes
comparisons and searching for trends difficult – as long term
hotel occupants are more likely to be drawn from low income or
marginalized populations.
Furthermore, for the Daniel Mcintyre area, the global non
response rate for the 2011 National Household Survey is 23.6%,
while for Daniel McIntyre it is 29.3%. (City of Winnipeg 2016 a,b).
The Census and National Household Survey data are combined
on the Census Information Neighbourhood Profiles presented on
the City of Winnipeg website. The statistical numbers are drawn
from this combined information and refer to the neighbourhoods
defined by the city - rather than those defined by the community
6 Daniel McIntyre / St. Matthews Green Plan 2016 - 2021

This means that Census and NHS data about immigration,
immigrant status, visible minorities, ethnic origin, religion,
Aboriginal identity, languages, mobility, education, private
dwelling characteristics (such as needing major repair or number
of bedrooms), household characteristics (such as renter or
owner), shelter costs and income are all less reliable. Of
particular concern is that the very people that these
neighbourhood plans are intended to help are often the people
most likely to be missed or to self select out of responding to the
National Household Survey. So a census and NHS based
apparent decline in Aboriginal people in the neighbourhood may
be a trend – or it may also be that many Aboriginal people were
missed in part because of where they live, and also because they
may have refused to answer the NHS. The National Household
Survey also presents extremely limited information about
families, households and individuals who fall below the Low
Income Cut Off measurement, an omission that is difficult to
understand or justify. So while the Census and NHS data is used
throughout these plans to highlight trends and changes, there are
some instances in which the numbers have to be interpreted
cautiously.

Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews Green Plan
This plan has been developed through a series of consultations
with neighbourhood residents, groups and stakeholders. The
plan includes perspectives in the neighbourhood that are
interconnected, and build on strengths in order to address
challenges. A plan based on community priorities and needs
provides the community association, the city, and any other
neighbourhood agencies with a reference point to compare their
own plans and goals. It provides direction for residents and
groups to advocate with a strong mandate for the communities
short and long term priorities.

Complete Communities
The City of Winnipeg defines complete communities as “places
that both offer and support a variety of lifestyle choices, providing
opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to live, work,
shop, learn and play in close proximity to one another” (City of
Winnipeg 2011a, p.04). This is a vision of an inclusive city, which
welcomes many different kinds of individuals, families and
communities.
The City of Winnipeg Complete Communities plan is a secondary
plan which applies to the whole of the City of Winnipeg, along
with OurWinnipeg, the City’s development plan. Complete
Communities identifies Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews as an
‘Area of Stability’, one of the mature, primarily residential
neighbourhoods surrounding the downtown.
Select quotes from OurWinnipeg include:

“Walkability is a measurement of how conducive a place
is to walking. This includes the physical nature of a place
and other factors, such as safety and perceived
enjoyment.” (Complete Communities, p.154)
“Incorporate environmentally friendly, green design and
construction principles to help meet the City’s
sustainability objectives.” (Complete Communities, p.63)
“Promote and expand biodiversity and ‘green’ principles
consistent with the local natural ecosystem to all Parks,
Places and Open Spaces, beyond the expected
environments of the urban forest and designated ‘natural
areas’.” (Complete Communities, p.77)
“Maintain our Ribbons of Green (riverbanks, urban street
trees, green corridors) and provide a well managed urban
forest that contributes to air, water, environmental and
aesthetic quality” (Complete Communities, p.109)
OurWinnipeg also identifies both safety and sustainability as
priorities in the plan, the City of Winnipeg has an important role
to play in planning for both. Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews
already reflect many of the characteristics of complete
communities. These plans are intended to reinforce and enhance
these characteristics. These two documents, Complete
Communities and OurWinnipeg provide strong guidance for both
the City and for Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews residents as
they plan how to build a greener, safer and more sustainable
community.

“Foster new and ongoing partnerships with third-parties to
promote extended hour safety, vibrancy and enjoyment
by
enhancing
maintenance,
programming
and
complementary
commercial
activity
in
public
spaces.” (Complete Communities, p.28)
“Consider the comfort, convenience, safety and visual
interest of streetscapes, recognizing that streets are
places where people gather.” (Complete Communities,
p.128)
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Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews Neighbourhood
Profile

Map 1: Daniel McIntyre & St. Matthews neighbourhoods

This section outlines the current context of Daniel McIntyre and
St. Matthews. It includes a brief geography and history of the
area, an overview of the demographics, and the context in both
Winnipeg and the two neighbourhoods.

Geography and History
The Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews neighbourhoods are
located in the centre of Winnipeg, Manitoba, a city of
approximately 727,500 people (City of Winnipeg 2016d). They
are located west of the downtown, about a five minute drive or a
20 minute walk (see Map 1). The two neighbourhoods are
primarily residential, and between them include approximately
5,100 units of housing.

The DMSMCA covers the shaded area.
It includes the south side of Notre Dame Ave. from Ingersoll St. to Victor St. Both sides of Victor St. from Notre Dame Ave. to Portage Ave.
The north side of Portage Ave. from Victor St. to Ingersoll St. and both sides of Ingersoll St. from Portage Ave. to Notre Dame Ave.
These boundaries do not perfectly match the City of Winnipeg neighbourhood boundaries which go from the centre of Ingersoll (instead of
both sides) in the west to the centre of Sherbrook Street (instead of Victor Street) in the East.
8 Daniel McIntyre / St. Matthews Green Plan 2016 - 2021

Neighbourhood Boundaries

Map 2: Daniel McIntyre / St. Matthews Community Association

The DMSMCA draws its boundaries to the centre of Notre Dame
Avenue to the north and the centre of Portage Avenue to the
south. It includes both sides of Victor Street to the east and both
sides of Ingersoll Street to the west. Although these are the
neighbourhoods’ official boundaries, they are porous and
residents and visitors travel to and from the surrounding
neighbourhoods (West Alexander, Spence, West Broadway,
Wolseley, Minto and Sargent Park) as well as the rest of the city
on a regular basis. (See Map 1 on previous page and Map 2).

Neighbourhood Character
Although Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews are separate, but
adjoining, neighbourhoods, they share many common
characteristics. Both are primarily residential neighbourhoods.
Along the main streets, particularly those running east-west,
there are strips of shops, restaurants and other commercial
businesses. Schools, daycares, and parks are scattered
throughout the two neighbourhoods. To the west of the
neighbourhoods lie Minto and Sargent Park, two residential
neighbourhoods, and then the Polo Park area, a shopping district
with many big box stores. To the south is Portage Avenue, a
major thoroughfare, and Wolseley, a residential neighbourhood.
To the east is Spence neighbourhood, an inner city
neighbourhood in many ways similar to Daniel McIntyre and St.
Matthews. To the north is the West Alexander neighbourhood
and the Health Sciences Centre, a large hospital and university
complex, and small scatterings of residential blocks.
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The Inner City - History and Current Context

Who lives in Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews?

Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews are located within Winnipeg’s
inner city, the core circle of neighbourhoods surrounding the
downtown. The inner city began to experience a decline after the
Second World War, when many residents and businesses moved
out to the suburbs. As this process continued through the 1950s
and 60s, house prices dropped, and often became so low that
homeowners and landlords stopped maintaining and investing in
their properties. Governments also stopped investing in the inner
city, focusing instead on the growing suburban population. This
combination of factors left much of the inner city facing
challenges of concentrated poverty, violence, and gradual
degradation in the quality of housing and infrastructure as well as
limited resources and supports to address these challenges.

The Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews neighbourhoods are
diverse. The faces of the two neighbourhoods have been
changing over the last 10 years, following the changes taking
place elsewhere in the inner city and in Winnipeg, as different
populations have moved in and out. Additionally, because the
Daniel
McIntyre/St.
Matthews
Community
Association
boundaries do not perfectly match the City of Winnipeg
neighbourhood boundaries, the Census data includes the
western portion of the Spence Neighbourhood Association area.

Despite this, however, one advantage was that these centrallylocated neighbourhoods still included a lot of affordable housing
for low income households, accessible resources and good
public transportation. Over the last few decades, and especially
in the last ten or so years, the inner city - including Daniel
McIntyre and St. Matthews - has changed. A combination of
grassroots organizing, government support and private
investment is significantly changing the inner city. Currently,
throughout the inner city, neighbourhood associations are
working to address both environmental and safety challenges.
There is work underway to address these issues in Daniel
McIntyre and St. Matthews, The previous Green Action Plan
2010-2015 and the Community Building and Safety Program
2011-2014 served as guides to the neighbourhood association.
But there is still more work to be done, and these plans aim to
pick up where those ones left off!
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Population and Density

Population Decline and Growth

Daniel McIntyre is a much larger neighbourhood than St.
Matthews, with a population of 10,040 versus 5,730 (City of
Winnipeg 2016a, b). The density of population in Daniel McIntyre
is 7,877 people per square kilometre, and 6,727.3 people per
square kilometre in St. Matthews, compared with 355.8 people
per square kilometre in the populated neighbourhoods for the
whole of Winnipeg (City of Winnipeg 2016a, b, c). See Table 1
below.

The population in Daniel McIntyre declined from 1971 until 2001,
and has begun to grow again since then. St. Matthews has
continued to decline. The City of Winnipeg has grown throughout
this time (City of Winnipeg. 2016 a,b,c). See Table 2 below and
Chart 1 on the next page.

Population density impacts issues of safety and greening deeply;
often density simply amplifies whatever is already happening,
either positive or negative. For example, the many people who
live, work and play in the neighbourhoods support a thriving
commercial sector, predominantly made up of small local
business. In turn these businesses keep money in the community
and allow many residents to walk rather than drive. On the other
hand, without adequate supports for such a dense population
such as garbage collection, recreation activities, education and
adequate housing, many problems can be made much worse.

Table 2: Population Change Over Time
Daniel McIntyre

St. Matthews

Winnipeg

2011

10,040

5,730

663,617

2006

9,750

5,795

633,451

2001

9,725

5,885

619,544

1996

9,885

6,365

618,477

1991

10,400

6,390

615,215

1986

10,960

6,920

594,555

1981

10,470

6,710

564,475

1976

10,840

7,335

560,875

1971

11,505

8,035

535,100

Table 1: Population and Density
2011

Population

People Per
Sq. Km

Daniel
McIntyre

10,040

St. Matthews

5,730

6,727

663,617

356

Winnipeg

7,877

Ratio to
Winnipeg
Population
Density
22
19
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Aboriginal Identity and Visible Minority
Populations
In Daniel McIntyre, 18.1 percent of the population identifies as
Aboriginal, as does 20 percent of the population in St. Matthews
(City of Winnipeg 2016a,b). In Daniel McIntyre, 56.3 percent of
the population is a visible minority, while in St. Matthews the
number is 39.5 percent (City of Winnipeg 2016a,b). In Winnipeg,
11 percent identify as Aboriginal, and 21.2 percent are visible
minorities (City of Winnipeg 2016c). See Tables 3 and Chart 2
below.
Table 3: Aboriginal Identity and
Visible Minorities 2011
Aboriginal
Identity

Visible
Minority

Daniel
McIntyre

18.1%

56.3%

St.
Matthews

20.0%

39.5%

Winnipeg

11.0%

21.2%

Chart 2: Aboriginal Identity and Visible Minorities 2011
60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%
Daniel McIntyre

St. Matthews
Aboriginal Identity

Winnipeg

Visible Minority
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Immigration
In Daniel McIntyre, 48.9 percent of residents immigrated to
Canada, with about 53 percent of these immigrants arriving since
2001 (City of Winnipeg 2016a). More than 75 percent of the
immigrants in Daniel McIntyre are from the Philippines (City of
Winnipeg 2016a). In St. Matthews, 30.5 percent of residents
immigrated to Canada, with over 60 percent of these immigrants
arriving since 2011 (City of Winnipeg 2016b). About two thirds or
66.8% of the immigrants in St. Matthews are from the Philippines
(City of Winnipeg 2016b). In Winnipeg, 21.7 percent of residents
immigrated to Canada, with 9.5 percent of these immigrants
having arrived since 2001 (City of Winnipeg 2016c). See Table 4
and Chart 3 below.

Table 4:
Immigration

Daniel
McIntyre

St.
Matthews

Winnipeg

Immigrants
as percent of
population

48.9%

30.5%

21.7%

Percent
Immigrants
arrived since
2001

53.0%

60.0%

9.5%

Percent of
Immigrants
from
Philippines

75.0%

66.8%

47.8%

Chart 3: Immigration
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%

Immigrants as percent of population

40.0%

percent Immigrants arrived since 2001

30.0%

percent of Immigrants from
Philippines

20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Daniel McIntyre

St. Matthews
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Winnipeg

Low Income Cut-Off
The low income cut-off (LICO) is “an income threshold below
which a family will likely devote a larger share of its income on
the necessities of food, shelter and clothing than the average
family” (Statistics Canada 2009). This means that the household
is likely to spend about 20 percent more on these basics than
average households. In Daniel McIntyre, 33.7 percent of private
households fall below the low income cut-off after-tax (City of
Winnipeg 2016a). This is more than double the Winnipeg rate of
16.6 percent (City of Winnipeg 2016c). In St. Matthews, 28.6
percent of private households fall below the after-tax low income
cutoff (City of Winnipeg 2016b). In all instances, Females are
more likely than males to be in low income household. See Table
45 and Chart 4 below.

Table 5: Low
Income Cut-Off
(LICO) in 2010

Daniel
McIntyre

St.
Matthews

Winnipe
g

Population in private
households below
LICO after tax

33.7%

28.6%

16.6%

Males in private
households below
LICO after tax

30.1%

26.3%

15.5%

Females in private
households below
LICO after tax

37.0%

30.9%

17.7%

Chart 4: Low Income Cut-Off (LICO) in 2010
40.0%
35.0%

30.0%
25.0%

Population in private housholds
below LICO after tax

20.0%

Males in private housholds below
LICO after tax

15.0%

Females in private housholds below
LICO after tax

10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
Daniel McIntyre

St. Matthews

Winnipeg
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Household Size
In Daniel McIntyre, 53.2 percent of households are one-family
households, while 41.8 percent are non-family households (e.g a
single person living alone, or two or more people sharing a home
who are not a family) (City of Winnipeg 2016a). The remaining 5
percent are multiple-family households (City of Winnipeg 2016a).
The largest type of household in Daniel McIntyre is one-person
households (32.4 percent), followed by two-person households
(23.3 percent), three-person households (15.7 percent), fourperson households (12.6 percent), five-person households (8.3
percent), and six or more person households (7.7 percent) (City
of Winnipeg 2016a).
In St. Matthews, 52.6 percent of households are one-family
households, while 42.9 percent are non-family households (City
of Winnipeg 2016b). The remaining 4.6 percent are multiplefamily households (City of Winnipeg 2016b). The largest type of
households in St. Matthews is one- person (32 percent), followed
by two-person households (26.6 percent), three-person
households (16.9 percent), four person households (10.8
percent), five-person households (6.6 percent), and six or more
person households (7.1 percent) (City of Winnipeg 2016b).
In Winnipeg, 60.9 percent of households are one-family
households, while 37.1 percent are non-family households (City
of Winnipeg 2016c). The remaining 2 percent are multiple-family
households (City of Winnipeg 2016c). The largest type of
household in Winnipeg is two-person (31.8 percent), followed by
one-person households (31.1 percent). (City of Winnipeg 2016c).
See Table 6 below and Charts 5 and 6 on the next page.
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Table 6:
Households

Daniel
McIntyre

St.
Matthews

Winnipeg

One-family
households

53.2%

52.6%

60.9%

Non-family
households

41.8%

42.9%

37.1%

5.0%

4.6%

2.0%

One-person

32.4%

32.0%

31.1%

Two-person

23.3%

26.6%

31.8%

Three-person

15.7%

16.9%

15.0%

Four-person

12.6%

10.8%

13.7%

Five-person

8.3%

6.6%

5.3%

Six or more

7.7%

7.1%

3.1%

2.7

2.6

2.4

Multiple-family
households

Average
Household Size

Chart 5: Households
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%

One-family
households

40.0%

Non-family
households

30.0%

20.0%
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Daniel
McIntyre

St. Matthews

Winnipeg

Chart 6: Household Size
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Age
The average age of the people in a neighbourhood affects nearly
every aspect of community life. While a complete community
needs to have resources for all age groups, it is important that
infrastructure is adequate for the population bulges as well.
Ideally community resources (e.g. schools, hospitals, recreation
centers, parks etc.) should be designed to be flexible and
adaptable as the needs of the community change. Additionally
children, young families and seniors tend to utilize community
spaces and resources far more heavily than adults do, so the
resources in a community need to fit it’s demographics.
Currently both Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews are much

Table
7: Age

Daniel
McIntyre

St.
Matthews

Winnipeg

19 and
under

27.6%

27.1%

23.6%

20 to 29

16.0%

17.6%

14.5%

29 and
under

43.6%

44.7%

38.1%

30 to 64

45.8%

47.0%

47.6%

35.0%

65 and
over

10.7%

8.2%

14.3%

30.0%

younger neighbourhoods then the city as a whole. This means
they support many more young, large and growing families, and
fewer older adults or seniors. In Daniel McIntyre 43.6 percent of
the population is under 29, while 27.6 percent is under 19. (City
of Winnipeg 2016a). In St. Matthews 44.7 percent of the
population in under 29, while 27.1 is under 19. (City of Winnipeg
2016b). Across the city of Winnipeg only 38.1 percent of people
are under 29, and only 23.6 percent are under 19. (City of
WInnipeg 2016c). Conversely in Daniel McIntyre only 10.7
percent of the population is over 65, in St. Matthews 8.2 percent.
On average in the city 14.3 percent of the population is over 65.
(City of WInnipeg 2016a,b,c). See Table 7 and Chart 7 below.

Chart 7: Age
50.0%
45.0%
40.0%

Daniel McIntyre
25.0%

St. Matthews

20.0%

Winnipeg

15.0%
10.0%
5.0%

0.0%
19 and under
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20 to 29

29 and Under

30 to 64

65 and over

Transportation
The neighbourhoods of Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews have
very good bus routes and options for travelling all over the
city, additionally the density and popularity of the
commercial streets make it easy to do many day to day
activities by walking or biking. As a result these
neighbourhoods have much higher rates of active
transportation then the City of Winnipeg as a whole.

Table 8: Transportation: 15 and
over, employed labour force

Daniel
McIntyre

St.
Matthews

Winnipeg

Drive a vehicle

48.2%

53.3%

69.1%

Vehicle passenger

12.2%

10.2%

7.3%

Public transit

27.4%

20.4%

14.6%

8.4%

7.8%

5.5%

2.6%

6.1%

2.1%

1.3%

2.2%

1.4%

39.7%

36.5%

23.6%

Walked
The following numbers reflect the most common forms of
transportation for adults in the workforce. In in Daniel
Bicycle
McIntyre 48.2 percent are likely to be the driver of a vehicle.
In St. Matthews the majority, 53.3 percent, are likely to be
Other methods
the driver of a vehicle, while across the City of Winnipeg the
69.1 percent of people are drive a car. (City of Winnipeg
Transit, walked, bicycle and other
2016a,b,c). Public transit is the second most common mode
(Active Transportation)
of transportation. In Daniel McIntyre 27.4 percent of people
bus while in St. Matthews 20.4 percent of people
bus, both well above the city average of 14.6 Chart 8: Transportation
percent. (City of Winnipeg 2016a,b,c). All
80.0%
other methods of transportation combined
70.0%
(carpooling, walking, biking, other) are where
the difference is most pronounced however. In
60.0%
Daniel McIntyre 24.5 percent of the residents
50.0%
were choosing a transportation mode other
40.0%
than driving or busing. In St. Matthews the
number is 26.3 percent. On average in the City
30.0%
of Winnipeg that number is only 16.3 percent.
20.0%
(City of Winnipeg 2016a,b,c). See Table 8 and
Chart 8.
10.0%
0.0%

Daniel McIntyre

St. Matthews
Winnipeg
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As the chart on the previous page shows, the DMSM
neighbourhoods already use greener forms of active
transportation than the city averages. The data in Table 8 can be
used to generate a ratio for each neighbourhood that compares
the relative usage rate of each mode of transportation to the city
average. See Table 8A below.
Table 8A:
Transportation Relative
Usage Rates
15 and over, employed
labour force

Daniel
McIntyre as
ratio to
Winnipeg

St. Matthews
as ratio to
Winnipeg

The residents of Daniel McIntyre are 1.7 times more likely to use
Active Transportation than the city as a whole. So every
sidewalk, traffic calming device, crosswalk, bike lane and other
elements of Active Transportation is used 1.7 times more often
per person in Daniel McIntyre than the city as a whole. However,
Daniel McIntyre’s population is 22 times denser than the city
average. So the Active Transportation infrastructure in the Daniel
McIntyre neighbourhood actually used by residents 37.4 times
more often than the estimated city average. (1.7 x 22 = 37.4).
Using the same calculation St. Matthews neighbourhood’s Active
transportation infrastructure is 28.5 times more heavily used than
the estimated city average.

Drive a vehicle

.7

.8

Traffic

Active Transportation

1.7

1.5

Transportation is one of the measurable categories which widely
overlaps both environmental and safety concerns. Both driving
and parking have clear and measurable environmental impacts,
while any form of carpooling or active transportation reduce
those impacts. Equally important, but not as easily measured, is
the way that active transportation and carpooling impact
residents relationship to the community. This contributes to
neighbourhood safety by having more ‘eyes on the streets’ and a
more engaged way of moving throughout the community.

In general terms residents in Daniel McIntyre are 1.7 times more
likely to use active transportation that the city average, while
residents in St. Matthews are 1.5 times as likely to follow the
same pattern.
However, when this data is combined with the population density,
see Table 1 reproduced below, we can see that the effect of
reduced emissions is further compounded by the sheer numbers
of people in the neighbourhood.
Table 1:
Population
and Density
2011

Population

People per
sq. Km

Ratio to Winnipeg
Population Density

Daniel
McIntyre

10,040

7,877

22

St.
Matthews

5,730

6,727

19

Winnipeg

663,617

356
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Traffic is a major safety concern in the two neighbourhoods.
There are heavy traffic thoroughfares running both east/west and
north/south, on streets where speeding is often an issue, with
minimal lighting/crosswalks. This means that anyone with limited
mobility (e.g. children, disabled people, the elderly) are often
isolated to small geographic areas by their inability to cross the
busy streets. Additionally, the lack of traffic control lighting means
people are often forced to cross at uncontrolled intersections with
heavy traffic. The limited bike lanes also make cycling more
dangerous than it should be. Finally, while busing and active
transportation such as walking biking or using a wheelchair can
contribute to neighbourhood safety on a whole, they also often
leave people feeling exposed and vulnerable, particularly at
certain times of day and in certain locations.

Neighbourhoods Summary
The Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews
neighbourhoods are beautiful and diverse,
centrally located, lively and deeply
community oriented. However, both
neighbourhoods face challenges with
numerous social and infrastructure
issues, which emerge in the feedback
gathered through this consultation
process. Addressing the safety and
greening plans together is very logical,
since they are deeply connected and
together can serve to reinforce each other.
The safety and green plan goals were to
gather representative feedback from the
community, identify the common goals and
challenges, and then present some
concrete and measurable steps to be
taken by residents and the community
association over the coming years.
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Community Guidance

Developing the Plan
The Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews green plan was developed
over 2015-2016. The process included extensive community
consultation. This section outlines the community engagement
processes that were used to gather feedback and input from the
communities, and also describes what community members and
stakeholders had to say.

Community Engagement
Community engagement, input, and ownership are integral to the
success of any neighbourhood plan. The Plan will have a much
greater chance of success if the community sees itself reflected
in the Plan and is committed to the outcomes. The Daniel
McIntyre/St. Matthews Community Association (DMSMCA) used
a variety of tools, developed by LAHRK in consultation with the
community, to ensure that neighbourhood residents, community
organizations, and agencies were involved in the planning
process. These tools enabled community residents, stakeholders
and others to learn about the current context of both topics, to
hear from neighbours and other community members and to
provide input about their own perspectives and ideas for safety
and greening in Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews.

Methods of Community
Information-gathering

Engagement

and

The intent of the community engagement strategy was to share
information with community members about the planning
process, as well as to hear from them about their concerns and
priorities. Often the residents whose lives will be most directly
impacted by planning processes are either not consulted or have
limited ability to participate in an ongoing process of change in
their neighbourhood. This plan is intended to give voice to the
goals, priorities and concerns of all of the residents of Daniel
McIntyre/St. Matthews. A number of different methods of
community engagement were used to hear from as wide a
variety of individuals, households and communities as possible.
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The consultants along with the staff and the executive director of
DMSMCA worked together to develop the safety and green Plan
development process. The overall strategy of the data gathering
was to attend community events and collect information from
residents where they were comfortable and already in
attendance.

Collection
Information about events was sent to hundreds of residents and
others through the DMSMCA’s community email lists and online.
Door-to-door information sharing and gathering was done
through a survey conducted by FrontStep Research Co-op.
FrontStep surveyed 50 households, another 87 surveys were
gathered at various community events and online. This provided
an excellent opportunity to hear from neighbourhood residents
who might not participate in the public forums or other community
engagement processes. The survey included questions
on topics such as:


Households’ safety and greening experiences in the
neighbourhood



Level of satisfaction with the neighbourhood, including
likes and dislikes



Safety and greening concerns and suggestions



Household demographics.

Numerous public gatherings were attended by the consultants
and the community association staff, where display boards and
surveys were set up and residents could participate through
those tools or simply through conversation. These included the
Annual General Meeting, community BBQ’s, Councillor Cindy
Gilroy’s Safety Consultation, the Walk for Peace, the Fall Dinner,
the food bank at West End Commons, and photos with Santa.
Overall there were approximately 900 participants at these
events from a broad spectrum of the community who saw the
materials or actively engaged with the process.

Once all of the materials were collected LAHRK
sorted the information to find the broad themes and
the frequency of these themes being mentioned in
the raw data. This led to the determination of the
neighbourhood priorities, which are expressed in this
plan as Overarching Themes. Once these were
established, the data was further analysed and
summarized into goals. These goals are then
followed by strategies and actions intended to
achieve the goals. The strategies and actions are
informed by previous Safety and Green plans and
also draw from the many conversations and open
ended answers shared during the community
consultations.
Copies of the community engagement materials are
in Appendix A.
The action tables should be viewed as a fluid outline
for action. They provide a broad range of options
from which the community association, various
committees, and community members can draw
ideas and goals, and check in to see how they are
doing. However, it should be recognized that goals,
strategies and actions may change as the plan
moves forward.
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What the Community Said
This section is a brief summary of the findings from the
community consultation process.

Overarching Themes
Within the consultations there were several overarching themes
that emerged on both safety and green issues. While they are
not specific goals or strategies, the themes are useful tools for
understanding how community members perceive both problems
and solutions.
The most significant theme was the request for organized
community based programs to enhance both quality of life, and
community safety. In short, community based programs are seen
as the most effective response to the problems and challenges.
There were requests for more gardening programs, walk to
school programs, activities for youth and seniors, safety patrols,
gang exit programs, employment programs and many more. And
while individual programs are certainly important, it is also very
telling that the community members view this type of pro-active,
organized, community based action as the basis of their plans. It
speaks to the cohesion and empathy of the neighbourhood as a
whole, and the willingness to work together to improve
community life.
When looking at programs or any organized development in the
city, it is important to differentiate who is responsible for each
category. While there is often overlap, the three main drivers who
will determine if a strategy succeeds or fails are:

It is also worth noting that the DMSM neighbourhoods are
already very green in their use of active transportation in
comparison to the average use rate for City of Winnipeg.
While the value of any type of community plan is to discover and
work towards the goals of the majority of residents, many people
noted that the experience of the neighbourhood is different for
different people. In light of this the collected data has also been
sorted in order to allow some of the statistical information to be
looked at specifically by gender and ethnic identity. This allows a
deeper understanding of the concerns or issues that may be
specific to certain populations.
Community members identified two main areas of concern
relating to safety in the Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews
neighbourhoods. These are:


Lack of programs and outreach



Safety concerns in the built environment

Throughout the community consultations and opportunities for
feedback, each of these areas were discussed in detail. The
community members provided recommendations for how to best
address each area through advocacy and education at personal,
community and government levels.

“I don't have a problem with rooming houses but the residents
need social programs and support.” Resident

 Government: Whether federal, provincial or municipal

responsibilities.
 The Community: This can be, but is not limited to, the

Community Association.
 The Private Sector: Either through business, private

property, or individuals acting alone.
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“More community based
patrols to engage
residents” Resident

Green Plan
The Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews Green
Plan is intended to be a grassroots plan,
with ownership at the community level
and action carried out by neighbourhood
residents, non-profit and private
organizations, businesses, governments,
and the Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews
Community Association. It builds on and
updates the last green plan which ran
from 2010-2015, the community
consultations carried out in developing
this plan, and the background research
which provides context for the plan.

“More trees, green space, traffic calming bumps, better sidewalks
and cycling/walking lanes” Resident
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What the Community Said:
Green
The Green plan has three main goals, as well as advocacy and
education. Community members identified three main areas of
concern relating to greening in the Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews
neighbourhoods. Included in each goal is a number which
indicates the number of times the issue was raised or prioritized,
the frequency with which an issue comes up gives us an idea of
how important it is to community members.


More and Better Greenspaces, Gardens and Parks



Better Traffic Regulation and Alternative transportation
Options



More and Better Greenspaces, Gardens and Parks
This primary focus area identified in the green area without a
heavy overlap on the safety side was cited a total of 162 times.


There is some recognition in the neighbourhood that green
space is at a premium and therefore it is essential to
maximize what existing green spaces there are. There was a
lot of support for better use of the large public green spaces,
such as those in community centers and school grounds,
making them more accessible and appealing for year round,
and after hours use.



Additionally, residents wanted to see parks and playgrounds
more regularly maintained, so that they were safe and
welcoming.



Residents wanted more trees to maintain the green feel of
the neighbourhood, the tree replacement rate in Winnipeg is
substantially lower than the number of the very old trees
being removed. Community members wanted to see a
reversal of this trend.



Finally, there was a desire for more programs around
greening in the neighbourhood all around, but with a focus on
boosting gardening skills and resources, including
composting education, plant swaps, yard maintenance for
seniors etc. This is important because even though people’s
yards are private property there was a strong sense that as a
whole they were a community investment which would both
require and foster relationship building.

Address Garbage, Bulky Waste and Hazardous Waste

Throughout the community consultations and opportunities for
feedback, each of these areas were discussed in detail. The
community provided recommendations for how to best address
each area through advocacy and education at personal,
community and government levels.

“Quicker replacement of cut down elm trees.” Resident

“composting that gets picked up by the city (as so many of our
West End back yards are so small that it makes composting a little
tricky…..)” Resident
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Better Traffic Regulation and Alternative
Transportation Options

Address Garbage, Bulky Waste and Hazardous
Waste

This priority area identified was noted 135 times and is part of the
community Safety Plan as well as this Green Plan, as there is a
high overlap in this category. Traffic regulation and active
transportation are huge issues for the residents of DMSM, and
for good reason. The neighbourhood itself is very invested in
active transportation, having a very high proportion of residents
who use some alternative to driving. This makes sense,
considering how close to many amenities the neighbourhood is
and the bus services that exists. However, despite being avid
users of active transportation, traffic, speeding and poor crossing
systems are still serious safety issues for many residents of the
area, due to the number of high traffic streets that criss cross the
neighbourhood. In many ways the rest of the cities mobility
depends on the ability to access the downtown neighbourhoods
as thoroughfares. This dynamic should not endanger the safety
of the residents. Numerous suggestions were put forward for
ways to improve this situation.

This priority was identified some 55 times and is an important
part of neighbourhood safety and community well being. It is
included as part of the community Safety plan as well as this
Green plan. Concerns and complaints about the volume of
garbage and bulky waste left in the back lanes was mentioned
frequently. In conversation there were several mentions of the
inner city and older neighbourhoods being the site of illegal
dumping. An additional pressure is related to the population
density of the neighbourhood. Daniel McIntyre has 22 times as
many people per square kilometre compared to Winnipeg, while
St. Matthews has 19 times as many. More people in a
neighbourhood generate more garbage, and suggest that a
densification of municipal services, and especially garbage
pickup, is needed.



Improve all forms of active transportation infrastructure,
including walking, biking, and bussing options; with more and
safer cycling option being the priority.



Better enforcement of speeding violations through both
proactive measures (traffic circles, traffic calming bumps) and
ticketing. These two areas combined would continue to
encourage active transportation as a viable and ecological
choice for neighbourhood residents.



Increase garbage pickup in the neighbourhoods including
litter, garbage pickup, and large item pickup and increase
hazardous disposal options.

“.....bike lanes on Ellice, more garden beds at Orioles, traffic
calming measures.” Resident

“More public garbages on streets. Our streets are so long!”
Resident
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The Impact of Race and Gender on
Community Experience
Many community members noted that the experience of the
neighbourhood, particularly in regards to safety, could be
dramatically different depending on who you were. In order to
better understand these differences the data was sorted by both
gender (male/female) and by race (Indigenous & Metis/Other
Visible Minority/Caucasian) and below is a brief description of
some of the notable areas of difference.
A notable difference is interpreted as a difference of + or 10% in survey responses that used a scale, or when the
responses could be counted and then compared. For example:
One question asked respondents to “tell us if you think the
neighbourhood needs “Less” of it, has “Just Enough”, needs
“More”... and were then asked about Gardens.
In this example a response of “75%” means that 75% of the
people had chosen “More” which is interpreted to mean that
75% want more gardens in the neighbourhood.
A notable difference would be mentioned if a more detailed
analysis found that one group's responses were at least 10%
different from other groups.

“Fill in the empty lots with gardens or parks. Even just temporary
ones until the lots become housing. This was done in the past with
semi-mobile play structures. Garden beds can always be moved .”
Resident
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Green

Active Transportation

On the greening side the general feeling was similar when looked
at by gender, with women choosing more with far greater
frequency than men although without as large a difference in
answers. The two exceptions were bus service which men
prioritised 46.81% of the time, while women chose it only 26.03%
of the time. And sustainable yard care, which women choose
68.9% of the time and men choose only 56.52% of the time.

In the general category of ‘active transportation’ white people
cited it most often as a priority at 75.4%, with Indigenous people
choosing it 69.7% of the time and other visible minorities only
50% of the time. However, when the question was about bussing
specifically, white people only choose more 27.3% of the time
while Indigenous people choose it 39.4% of the time, and other
visible minorities choose it 43.8% of the time, in a complete
reversal of the active transportation category.

There was a fairly large difference in answers in the prioritization
of greening factors across ethnic identities. Below are those with
the largest differences.

Pets

Garbage and Litter
In the area of needing more clean up of litter and garbage in
public places, Indigenous people cited it 82%, other visible
minorities only cited this as a priority 68% of the time, while
white people 80% of the time.

Gardens
White community members prioritized gardens 79.1% of the
time, while Indigenous people and other visible minorities only
cited them 70.6% and 68.8% respectively.

Winter Activities
Indigenous people had a far greater desire for more winter
activities at 76.5% then either white community members or
other visible minorities which both choose more around 60% of
the time.

Lastly in the category of more supports for pets, Indigenous
people choose the more option with the greatest frequency at
66.7%, while white people came in second with 51.5% and other
visible minorities choose that only 37.5 percent of the time.
From the above numbers we can see that even when there is
general agreement on what is and is not a priority in the
neighbourhood it is still important to look at where the gaps are
for specific populations in the neighbourhood, especially when
those populations are vulnerable ones.

“Some way to slow traffic on St Matthews and create bike lanes on
Ellice Avenue.” Resident
There's lots of garbage in backlanes which needs more attention.”
Resident

Housing Efficiency
Indigenous people and other visible minorities both had a desire
for more energy efficiency and home insulation supports,
choosing more 78.8% and 81.3% percent of the time, while
only 69.7% of white people identified that as a priority area.
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Green Action Plan
The Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews Green Plan is intended to be a
grassroots plan, with ownership at the community level and
action carried out by neighbourhood residents, non-profit and
private organizations, businesses, governments, and the Daniel
McIntyre/St. Matthews Community Association. It builds on and
updates the last Green plan which ran from 2011-2014, the
community consultations carried out in developing this plan, and
the background research which provides context for the plan.
The Action Plan includes:
 Goals, which provide overall direction for Greening in the
Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews neighbourhoods
 Objectives, which frame the specific direction for the plan
from 2016-2021
 Actions, which provide direction for the DMSMCA, community
members, and other stakeholders interested in Greening in
the two neighbourhoods.
The actions are presented in a series of tables. Each table
identifies a suggested lead for the action, and a timeline
suggesting when in the five year plan the action should take
place. It also includes possible partners, outputs and indicators
that can be used to measure progress on the goals, objectives
and actions. Although the goals, objectives and actions are
numbered, this is for clarity and is not intended to prioritize some
actions over others. There will always be more work to be done
in the two neighbourhoods, and the community and the
DMSMCA must continue to engage and discuss what the
upcoming priorities and immediate tasks will be. This is part of
the ongoing implementation and evaluation of the plan, and it
should be amended as needed to meet community priorities and
concerns. (See later section for more detail on evaluation).
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Goals
 More Greenspaces, Gardens and Parks
 Improve Active and Sustainable Transportation Options
 Address garbage, bulky waste and hazardous waste
Strategies
Strategy A:
Strategy B:
Strategy C:
Strategy D:
Strategy E:

Continue Community Gardening
Add & Improve Community Spaces and Green
Spaces
Add & Improve Food Security Initiatives
Continue & Expand Community Environmental
Initiatives
Promote Active Transportation Programs, Service
and Infrastructure

“So much garbage. Apartment buildings with over flowing bins,
garbage along the streets because there's not enough garbage
cans.” Resident
“Bike lanes! More pedestrian crossings! Better/more parks! More
flowers!” Resident

Green Action Tables
Strategy A: Continue Community Gardening
Action

Lead / Timeline

Potential Partners

Outputs / Indicators

A1: Greening
Committee.

Daniel McIntyre / St.
Matthews Community
Association (DMSMCA)
Ongoing

Residents
Many Others

Committee meetings

A2: Maintain existing
gardens.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Volunteers
Community Gardeners

Continued use of existing
gardens

A3: Add more gardens.

DMSMCA
Annual

Property owners
City of Winnipeg
Schools
Businesses

One or more gardens added
per year

A4: Sustainable
gardening and
composting workshops
and tours.

DMSMCA
Annual

Community members
Volunteers

Number of workshops/ tours
per year

A5: Maintain existing
community compost
sites.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Residents

Volume of compost

A6: Advocate for regular
compostables pickup.

DMSMCA
Annual

City of Winnipeg

Letter to City of Winnipeg

A7: Continue garden
mentorship program.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Community members
Volunteers

Number of mentors and
meeting
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Strategy B: Add & Improve Community Spaces and Green Spaces

Action

Lead / Timeline

Potential Partners

Outputs / Indicators

B1: Continue upgrades and
improvements to existing parks and
green spaces, including school
yards accessible to the community

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
Schools
Businesses
Volunteers

One or more upgrades or
improvement per year

B2: Advocate for more parks and
green spaces.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Volunteers
West End BIZ
Residents
City of Winnipeg

Communicate need for more green
spaces

B3: Support and promote existing
programs and services in existing
community centre, parks and green
spaces.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Community residents
Volunteers

Quality and quantity of programs

B4: Develop and offer additional
programs and services in existing
community centre, parks and green
spaces.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Many

Quality and quantity of programs.
Number of participants

B5: Advocate for faster tree
replacement of removed trees on
municipal property

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg

Dialogue with City of Winnipeg
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Strategy C: Add & Improve Food Security Initiatives
Action

Lead / Timeline

Potential Partners

Outputs / Indicators

C1: Continue with the
community market /
musician market.

Winnipeg
FoodShare Co-op
(WFSC)
Seasonal

Central Mosque
Spence Neighbourhood
Association (SNA)
West Broadway Community
Organization (WBCO)
University of Winnipeg

Successful markets

C2: Support and
promote community
food programs.

WFSC
Ongoing

DMSMCA
Community residents
St. Matthews Maryland
Community Ministry

Successful food programs

C3: Update and
maintain the community
grocery map.

DMSMCA
Annual

Volunteers

Map updated annually

C4: Explore the
creation of a coffee
house or cafe.

DMSMCA

WFSC

Report to board of directors

C5: Explore new food
program options.

WFSC
ongoing

DMSMCA
Many

Report to board of directors

C6: Explore options to
have more edible
plants in community
accessible spaces

DMSMCA
Year 2

Schools
WFSC

Report to board of directors
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Strategy D: Continue & Expand Community Environmental Initiatives
Action

Lead / Timeline

Potential Partners

Outputs / Indicators

D1: Continue electronic waste and
hazardous household waste
education and collection.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg

Education
Volume of waste picked up

D2: Community clean ups.

DMSMCA
Annual

Volunteers
West End Business
Improvement Zone
(BIZ)
Residents
City of Winnipeg
Schools

One or more community clean
up events

D3: Advocate for more public
garbage receptacles (Also a safety
issue).

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
West End BIZ

Dialogue with City of Winnipeg

D4: Advocate for more frequent
garbage pickup (also a safety issue).

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
West End BIZ

Dialogue with City of Winnipeg

D5: Advocate for more frequent,
effective low cost, bulky waste pickup
(also a safety issue).

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
West End BIZ

Dialogue with City of Winnipeg

D6: Advocate for better enforcement
of anti dumping regulations in the
communities.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Residents

Dialogue with City of Winnipeg

D7: Update and maintain the
community green map.

DMSMCA
Annual

Volunteers

Green map updated

D8: Continue sustainable gardening
and lawn care program.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Residents
Community volunteers

Workshops
Report to board of directors

D9: Continue housing efficiency
program to reduce energy and utility
consumption.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

Manitoba Hydro
Community members

Education material shared
Participants in program
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Strategy E: Promote Active Transportation Programs, Service and Infrastructure (Matches Safety plan)
Action

Lead /
Timeline

Potential Partners

Outputs / Indicators

E1: Continue active transportation
planning with the City of Winnipeg and
partners.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
Bike Winnipeg
Disability organizations
Seniors organizations

Dialogue with City of Winnipeg,
Government of Manitoba,
Government of Canada

E2: Maintain and improve Orioles bike
cage program.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
Bike Winnipeg

Continued use of bike cage
program

E3: Advocate for reduced speed limits on
all streets (also a safety issue).

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
Manitoba Public Insurance
Schools
Government of Manitoba

Dialogue with government and
regulators

E4: Advocate for additional traffic calming
measures, and control lights instead of
crosswalks.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
Manitoba Public Insurance
Schools
Government of Manitoba

Dialogue with government and
regulators

E5: Advocate for additional segregated
bike lanes.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
Manitoba Public Insurance
Schools
Government of Manitoba

Dialogue with government and
regulators

E6: Work with Manitoba Hydro and the
City of Winnipeg for improved streetlights
throughout the neighbourhood, and
especially on main traffic thoroughfares
and at community parks and green
spaces.

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg
Manitoba Hydro
Schools

Improved street lighting

E7: Continue / expand the walking school
bus program.

Schools
Ongoing

DMSMCA

Increased use of walking school
buses

E8: Advocate for more frequent and better
snow removal from sidewalks

DMSMCA
Ongoing

City of Winnipeg

Dialogue with City of Winnipeg
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Plan Implementation and Evaluation
The implementation of the Daniel McIntyre/St. Matthews Green
Plan and realization of the goals, objectives and actions in the
plan will rely on volunteer work from the DMSMCA board, the
DMSMCA Green Committee and its resident-based
subcommittees, as well as on the DMSMCA staff. The Green
Plan also identifies a variety of potential partners who can
contribute to its realization.
The Green Plan is intended to be a living document, rather than
carved in stone. It is not a rigid, step-by-step process, but is the
ongoing process of implementing the action plan, evaluating the
results, and reviewing the Plan. As such, evaluating the Plan is
an ongoing part of the implementation process, not something to
be left to the end. For this reason, the Plan includes outputs and
indicators for each action. These offer a way to identify progress
towards meeting objectives and goals.
As a living document, the Green Plan can - and should - be
updated as needed to reflect the needs and priorities of the
Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews communities. A preliminary
timeline is included in the plan, identifying when in the five-year
timeframe actions should be taken in order to build momentum
and build on past achievements. However, the specific objectives
and goals that the Daniel McIntyre and St. Matthews
communities focus on will depend upon community priorities as
well as the availability of resources, volunteers, and partners.
As part of the ongoing implementation and evaluation of the
Green Plan, the DMSMCA will build the Green Plan into its
annual work plans. The Green Committee will report to the Board
and community members on the plan annually to review the
previous year’s work and to assist the DMSMCA in identifying
priorities for the upcoming year. In addition, through the Annual
General Meeting and other community gatherings, the DMSMCA
will check in with the community to determine if the Green Plan is
meeting expectations.
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Appendix A: Community Engagement Materials
Display Boards used for community engagement.
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Survey: Used in paper and online format.
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Report Back: Community engagement display.
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